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Switch green to blue in component.
Done. Unless blue-green path to blue.
Switch red to orange in its component.
Done. Unless red-orange path to red.
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Graph Types: Complete Graph.

- $K_n$, $|V| = n$; every edge present.
- Degree of vertex: $|V| - 1$.
- Very connected; lots of edges: $n(n-1)/2$. 
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Trees.

Definitions:

- A connected graph without a cycle.
- A connected graph with $|V| - 1$ edges.
- A connected graph where any edge removal disconnects it.
- An acyclic graph where any edge addition creates a cycle.

To tree or not to tree!

- Minimally connected, minimum number of edges to connect.

Property:
- Can remove a single node and break into components of size at most $|V|/2$. 
Hypercubes.

Also represents bit-strings nicely.

\[ G = (V, E) \]

\[ V = \{0, 1\}^n \]

\[ E = \{ (x, y) | x \text{ and } y \text{ differ in one bit position.} \} \]
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\[ 3^{-1} \pmod{7} \]?

Inverse Unique?
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Proof:
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Inverse Unique? Yes.
Proof: $a$ and $b$ inverses of $x \pmod{n}$
\[
ax = bx = 1 \pmod{n}
\]
\[
axb = bxb = b \pmod{n}
\]
\[
a = b \pmod{n}.
\]
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$3^{-1} \pmod{7}$? 5  
$5^{-1} \pmod{7}$? 3

Inverse Unique? Yes.

Proof: $a$ and $b$ inverses of $x \pmod{n}$

\begin{align*}
ax &= bx = 1 \pmod{n} \\
axb &= bxb = b \pmod{n} \\
a &= b \pmod{n}.
\end{align*}

$3^{-1} \pmod{6}$? No, no, no....

\begin{align*}
\{3(1), 3(2), 3(3), 3(4), 3(5)\} \\
\{3, 6, 3, 6, 3\}
\end{align*}

See,
Modular Arithmetic and multiplicative inverses.

\[ 3^{-1} \pmod{7} \text{? } 5 \]
\[ 5^{-1} \pmod{7} \text{? } 3 \]

Inverse Unique? Yes.

Proof: \( a \) and \( b \) inverses of \( x \) \( \pmod{n} \)

\[ ax = bx = 1 \pmod{n} \]
\[ axb = bxb = b \pmod{n} \]
\[ a = b \pmod{n}. \]

\[ 3^{-1} \pmod{6} \text{? } \text{No, no, no....} \]

\[ \{3(1), 3(2), 3(3), 3(4), 3(5)\} \]
\[ \{3, 6, 3, 6, 3\} \]

See,... no inverse!
Modular Arithmetic Inverses and GCD

$x$ has inverse modulo $m$ if and only if $\gcd(x, m) = 1$. 

Finding $\gcd$.

\[
\gcd(x, y) = \gcd(y, x - y) = \gcd(y, x \mod y)
\]

Give recursive algorithm!

Base Case?

\[
\gcd(x, 0) = x
\]

Extended-gcd($x, y$) returns $(d, a, b)$ such that $d = \gcd(x, y)$ and $d = ax + by$.

Idea: egcd.

\[\gcd\text{ produces 1 by adding and subtracting multiples of } x \text{ and } y\]
Modular Arithmetic Inverses and GCD
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Example: \(p = 7, \ q = 11\).

\[N = 77.\]

\[(p - 1)(q - 1) = 60\]

Choose \(e = 7\), since \(\gcd(7, 60) = 1\).

\[\text{egcd}(7, 60).\]

\[
\begin{align*}
7(0) + 60(1) &= 60 \\
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Example: $p = 7, \ q = 11$.

$N = 77$.

$(p - 1)(q - 1) = 60$

Choose $e = 7$, since $\text{gcd}(7,60) = 1$.

\[
\text{egcd}(7,60).
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
7(0) + 60(1) & = 60 \\
7(1) + 60(0) & = 7 \\
7(-8) + 60(1) & = 4 \\
7(9) + 60(-1) & = 3 \\
7(-17) + 60(2) & = 1
\end{align*}
\]

Confirm: $-119 + 120 = 1$

$d = e^{-1} = -17 = 43 = (\text{mod}\ 60)$
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**Fermat’s Little Theorem:** For prime $p$, and $a \not\equiv 0 \pmod{p}$,

\[ a^{p-1} \equiv 1 \pmod{p}. \]

**Proof:** Consider $T = \{a \cdot 1 \pmod{p}, \ldots, a \cdot (p-1) \pmod{p}\}$.

$T$ is range of function $f(x) = ax \mod (p)$ for set $S = \{1, \ldots, p-1\}$.
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**Fermat’s Little Theorem:** For prime $p$, and $a \neq 0 \pmod{p}$,

$$a^{p-1} \equiv 1 \pmod{p}.$$  

**Proof:** Consider $T = \{a \cdot 1 \pmod{p}, \ldots, a \cdot (p-1) \pmod{p}\}$.

$T$ is range of function $f(x) = ax \pmod{p}$ for set $S = \{1, \ldots, p-1\}$.

Invertible function: one-to-one.

$T \subseteq S$ since $0 \not\in T$.

$p$ is prime.

$\implies T = S$.

Product of elts of $T = \text{Product of elts of } S$.

$$(a \cdot 1) \cdot (a \cdot 2) \cdots (a \cdot (p-1)) \equiv 1 \cdot 2 \cdots (p-1) \pmod{p},$$

Since multiplication is commutative.
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**Fermat’s Little Theorem:** For prime $p$, and $a \not\equiv 0 \pmod{p}$,

\[ a^{p-1} \equiv 1 \pmod{p}. \]

**Proof:** Consider $T = \{ a \cdot 1 \pmod{p}, \ldots, a \cdot (p-1) \pmod{p} \}$.

$T$ is range of function $f(x) = ax \mod (p)$ for set $S = \{1, \ldots, p-1\}$.

Invertible function: one-to-one.

- $T \subseteq S$ since $0 \notin T$.
- $p$ is prime.

$\implies T = S$.

Product of elts of $T = \text{Product of elts of } S$.

\[ (a \cdot 1) \cdot (a \cdot 2) \cdots (a \cdot (p-1)) \equiv 1 \cdot 2 \cdots (p-1) \pmod{p}, \]

Since multiplication is commutative.

\[ a^{(p-1)}(1 \cdots (p-1)) \equiv (1 \cdots (p-1)) \pmod{p}. \]
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$T \subseteq S$ since $0 \not\in T$.
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RSA:

\[ N = p \times q \] with \( \gcd(e, (p-1)(q-1)) = 1 \).

\[ d = e - 1 \pmod{(p-1)(q-1)} \].

Theorem:

\[ x^{ed} = x \pmod{N} \]

Proof:

\[ x^{ed} - x \]

is divisible by \( p \) and \( q \) \( \Rightarrow \) theorem!

\[ x^{ed} - x = x^k(p-1)(q-1) + 1 - x = x((x^k(q-1))^{p-1}) - 1 \]

If \( x \) is divisible by \( p \), the product is.

Otherwise \( (x^k(q-1))^{p-1} = 1 \pmod{p} \) by Fermat.

\( \Rightarrow \) \((x^k(q-1))^{p-1} - 1 \) divisible by \( p \).

Similarly for \( q \).
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**Theorem:** \( x^{ed} = x \pmod{N} \)

**Proof:**
\[ x^{ed} - x \text{ is divisible by } p \text{ and } q \implies \text{ theorem!} \]
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If \( x \) is divisible by \( p \), the product is.
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**Theorem:** \( x^{ed} = x \pmod{N} \)

**Proof:**
\( x^{ed} - x \) is divisible by \( p \) and \( q \) \( \implies \) theorem!
\[
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3^{18} \pmod{7}? 1.

3^{60} \pmod{7}? 1.

3^{61} \pmod{7}? 3.
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21 = (3)(7) (p - 1)(q - 1) = (2)(6) = 12
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2^{14} \pmod{21}? 4.
3^6 \pmod{7}? 1. Fermat: \( p = 7, p - 1 = 6 \)
3^{18} \pmod{7}? 1.
3^{60} \pmod{7}? 1.
3^{61} \pmod{7}? 3.
2^{12} \pmod{21}? 1.
\[ 21 = (3)(7)(p - 1)(q - 1) = (2)(6) = 12 \]
\[ \gcd(2, 12) = 1, \quad x^{(p-1)(q-1)} = 1 \pmod{pq} \]
\[ 2^{12} = 1 \pmod{21}. \]
2^{14} \pmod{21}? 4. Technically 4 \pmod{21}. 
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Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
  satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
  Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
  satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
  Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
  satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
  Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have recieved an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have recieved an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have recieved an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!!!!!
If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
  satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
  Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Wrapup.

If you sent me email about Midterm conflicts
Other arrangements.
Should have received an email from me.

Other issues....
satishr@cs.berkeley.edu
Private message on piazza.

Good (sort of last minute)
Studying!!!!!!!!!